Over the past twenty-three years, Leadership New Mexico has identified and enhanced leaders throughout New Mexico by providing a forum for participants to strengthen their knowledge of challenges and opportunities facing our state. Leadership New Mexico participants and alumni are from diverse ethnic, gender, regional and business backgrounds and continue to grow and touch all of New Mexico’s communities, large and small. There have been more than 1,600 participants from 85 communities across the state. Leadership New Mexico celebrates the legacy of “Shaping New Mexico, One Leader At A Time.” It is through program participants like Becky and companies like PNM that we create a better future for our great state.
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VICE PRESIDENT
CUSTOMER SERVICE OPERATIONS
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LNM CORE CLASS OF 2019

Here at PNM, we are dedicated people delivering one of the most important ingredients of living, your electricity. We are here for every individual customer as well as every community we serve, and we are committed to the collective future of our state.

www.pnm.com
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